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Introduction
 The Injector I testing facility is being commissioned in stages  The Source+LEBT+RFQ has been commissioned with maximum 90% duty factor beam  The TCM /CM1 with 2/7 β=0.12 Spoke cavities have been conditioned after the RFQ  The CM1 output energy reached 6MeV with pulsed beam @2K  At present, all the assembling as shown in the top figure, have already installed in the tunnel, ready to be commissioned.
Commissioning status of Injector-I linac 200mm×200 mm
The RMS beam size from the exit of the source to the dump target 
Energy measurement
MEBT commissioning
Emittance measurement
Three different methods were used for the MEBT section emittance measurements: -Double slits: the second derivative of the emittance is taken as the function of the threshold, the one goes down to zero -Wire scan: wires are positioned in 3 different positions we got no solution from this measurement/more wires are needed -Quad. scan: fitting method for RMS beam size/space charge effect Problems during the data processing for the wire scan data getting from Quad. Scan:
• RMS beam size determination is difficult as the beam size is twisted when we varying the quadruple gradient; • The traditional method with transfer map doesn't consider the space charge effect. 
Wire Scan data
MEBT commissioning
Emittance measurement: conclusion
Beam performance at the MEBT entrance
• Direct Root Mean Square formula was used in our case for the RMS beam size calculation to eliminate the data processing errors caused by the fitting formula;
• Evolutionary algorithm instead of transfer map was used to consider the space charge effect. Initial twiss parameters and emittance were assumed, and the simulation data using TraceWin were compared with the experimental RMS beam size until they are converged. Lesson learned: the accelerating gradient was preventing by serious field emission caused by cavity contamination, we did some improvement accordingly for the CM1/2 cavities and the accelerating gradient goes higher! 
